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The Company 

Allglass Confort Systems is a Spanish based company operating in more than 40 markets, on the 5        

continents. It is dedicated to the manufacture and commercialization of an innovative glass enclosure    

system. 

Allglass Confort Systems only uses high quality materials specifically produced for its system, Allglass    

Todocristal®, according to our own designs and developments. Allglass Todocristal® is CE marked, in 

compliance with European regulations for glass enclosures without profiles. 

Our company is committed to both Quality and the Environment, being  certified by ISO 9001-2008 and 

ISO 14001-2004. 

For our company every detail is important, especially in regard to our system product and customer      

care/service. Our philosophy is to provide high quality systems and solutions through continuous           

innovation, being recognized as one of the world leaders in the field of glass enclosures. 
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Sustainability 

Todocristal, a committed company. 

Todocristal is committed to the environment and sustainable development. Proof of this is that we are 

one of the few companies in our sector with ISO14001 certification. 

The ISO14001 certification is granted by an internationally independent body which forces us to: 

 Manage our waste in accordance with applicable laws in minimizing the impact on the   environ-

ment. 

 Implement a strict programmes to constantly improving our production  efficiency  and reducing 

the energy consumption. 

 Use environmentally friendly fully recyclable, materials such as aluminum and glass. 

Our commitment is to create a better environment for future generations, improving the quality of life 

of our customers. This commitment motivates us to continue maximizing the energy efficiency of our         

An efficient system. 

Improving the quality of life for our customers is not enough for Todocristal; this improvement must also 

be energy efficient. This is one of the main objectives that motivate us to constantly researching for new 

materials to improve the insulation performance of our products. 

Our unique glazing system without profiles will improve the energy efficiency of your home or business. 

Your terrace or porch will become an isolated chamber from the exterior. This chamber will buffer        

temperature swings between the interior and exterior of your home, during summer or winter. Reducing 

the energy consumption and therefore the CO2 emissions into the atmosphere. 

Furthermore there are independent studies that estimate that the use of these kind of systems provides 

up to 12% of consumption savings. 
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Todocristal Allglass  

Todocristal is an exclusive glass enclosure system without profiles, the best solution for your home or  

business. Enjoy your porch or terrace all year round, at the same time you increase the living space in 

your home. 

Why Todocristal is an exclusive system?. 

 Reliability. Unlike other systems Todocristal® has no bearings or wheels and works by sliding. 

Maintenance is virtually nonexistent with no wearing out of our components with everyday use.  

 Security. In our system the  weight is supported on the bottom track , as it has always been on 

windows and sliding doors. This allows an easy installation without any type of unsightly roof      

reinforcements.  

 Versatility. Our system is designed to adapt to any situation, the components are the same,      

regardless of the height or size of the panels. Our team of highly qualified professionals always 

seeks the best solution for your project.  

 Water Resistance. By being one of the  most water resistant  system in the market, the energy         

efficiency is higher saving over a 10% on your energy bill. 

 

Little details.....make us great. In this catalogue you will find the little details only 
we can   provide to solve your needs 
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Todocristal a fully customizable system 

We adapt to any type of terrace, porch and/or space. Todocristal® is one of the most versatile and      

adaptable system in the market. Our highly skilled professionals will always find  the best solution for 

your needs. 

Almost any configuration is possible, even curved terraces at different heights, side  or both sides open-

ing. For Patio enclosures a sliding door panel could be installed. This panel door can also be moved and 

stacked just like any other panel. 

There are over 100 colors to choose from, besides wood-like and anodized ones.  

The sliding surface can also be customized to match the color of the  installation. The options are: glossy 

white, matt white and black. There is also a wide variety of locks and locking alternatives (side  lock   

standard glass door, ...) to choose from. You can select the type of glass* that best suits you, as well:  

tinted, with sun protection, screen printed, coloured ... laminated and / or tempered.  

* Country regulations must be observed 7 



  

 

 

  

 

Residential. Where would you like to enjoy the views? 

 Earn space and make your porch or terrace a comfortable space all year round with our 

unique glass system. 

 Avoid inclement weather, noise, dirt or any annoyance from the outside 

 Improve the energy efficiency of your home, increase the ambient temperature in winter 

and add an element of active safety. All without altering the aesthetics of your building. 

 The maintenance  of our system is very simple, almost non-existent, as there are no   

bearings or wheels it slides through the bottom track and the way the panels open, also 

makes the cleaning very easy              

 Use your porch or terrace  for family events,  as a reading corner, game room, etc.  
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Terrace, gaining metres  

Enjoy your terrace all year round, no matter the weather outside. Don’t worry about 

the corrosive effects of seawater. Our components have been subjected to rigorous          

laboratory testing to ensure  salt corrosion resistance  
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Little details... make us great 

Curved Terraces 

No matter the form or shape of  your terrace, we adjust to your needs 

Exterior opening 

Our panels can go through corners with angles between 90° and 270° 

Water drainage  

Drains 

Panels can also be opened to the outside, maximiz-

ing the use of the space  
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Porch, decide the season of the year  

Take advantage of your porch; with our exclusive system you can also include one or 

more sliding  doors (doors that move like the rest of the panels) so the glass area will 

be completely transparent for you to fully enjoy your space. The system can be com-

pletely recessed into the ground. You can add a security lock if you wish 
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Little details... make us great 

Sunk into the ground 

With our protective cover you will prevent damage 

to the sliding surface of the bottom track, dirt     

accumulation,  facilitate access for your customers 

and avoid incidents with ladies heels. Highly        

recommended for Shops and Restaurants  

Protective cover 

The interlocking of the panels provides greater 

strength and security to the system  

Sunk into the wall 

The system can be sunk into the ground, wall and / or ceiling 

Strength and Security 

With our compensator channel you can regulate the system up to 25 mm (almost 

an inch) per profile ( it can be used on top and/or on the bottom ). It is ideal for 

when the system is recessed into the ground.  
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Penthouse, top floor is the most useful  

Could  you imagine using your Penthouse apartment all year round? With our unique  

system, you could.  It does not matter if your roof has to support the snow weight in 

the winter, or if you have a weak or wooden roof. The weight of our system goes onto 

the bottom so we can install on any roof without expensive and bulky reinforcements  
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You can choose the sliding surface colour that     

better suits the  one chosen for the installation. 

The options are: glossy white, matt white and 

black  

Sliding surface 

Our bottom rail incorporates a drainage channel 

for collecting and draining water accumulated by     

condensation  

Condensation 

Todocristal System®           Other Systems 

Our system does not use plastic covers (at the aluminum panel joints), because  these plastic covers break the 

aesthetic and they allow the entry of wind and water. This, and the fact that the weight is supported on the    

bottom track bottom track, makes our system the most water resistant in the market  

We offer the possibility of having a door which is not in either end of the           

installation. The sliding door  is also  a standard panel, so  the space remains 

completely clear 

Little details... make us great 

Plastic joints 
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Pergola, to improve comfort 

Because all the weight goes on the bottom profile, our system is the only one that can 

be installed on pergolas, without having to add expensive and unsightly reinforce-

ments. Enjoy your pergola all year round 
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Arm 

Our arm is made of stainless steel, and it is  sup-

plied in the same system colour profile 

Being the most versatile system allows us to adapt 

to your needs. You can stack up panels as you 

wish, even against a fix glass to create a glass   

column when the system is open 

Versatility 

Arm customization 

Our system brings with it a standard aperture arm 

and a discrete methacrylate handle  

Our opening arm has a ventilation position, block-

ing the door, allowing the panels to move for   

venting (preventing condensation as well) 

Vent position 

With our system remodeling is not needed. You do not have to reinforce the roof 

because all the weight falls on the bottom profile. 

Little details... make us great 
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Interior partitions 

Create spaces as needed. The system allows you to use tempered and/or laminated 

glass which offers endless possibilities, also for  decorating the panels (fabrics,        

textures,   paintings, screen prints, large format photos)  
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Our system allows  up to  14 panels/per opening  

 

 

Stop 90º 

Ideal for installations that do not end against a 

wall 

This new product is an excellent solution for porches, hotels, restaurants and office partitions. You can 

place  a door wherever you require one; you can add the security lock you prefer to it and  move and 

stack as a normal panels. The glass area can be completely transparent, taking full advantage of the 

view  

Sliding door 

Regardless of the system's height and shape, we use the same components and pro-

files. The use of so few components allow us to simplify the installation works and 

optimize the stock control. The system remains always the same 

Extra dimensions 

Little details... make us great 
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Other projects 

What would you like to enclose? we can do it. Todocristal ® is the most versatile sys-

tem and our technical team will always provide you the best solution for your needs. 

Use our system for enclosing  your outdoor jacuzzi, make a playground in your ter-

19 



  

 

  

 

Commercial. What aspect of your business would you like to improve?  

 With Todocristal you can also divide interior spaces, changing their distribution and size.  

 The system can be recessed completely into the ground. With our protective cover we prevent damage 

to the sliding tracks, as well as dirt accumulation. The system facilitates access to customers and pre-

vents ladies heels incidents.  

 With our system, you can add several types of security locks. Choose from our wide range of solutions.  

 You can choose the colour of the sliding tracks that better suit the colour of your installation. The op-

tions are: glossy white, matt white and black.  
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Restaurant, make it profitable 

Optimize your  space. Improve the profitability of your business by taking advantage 

of the terrace all year round. Our system is optimized for very large areas, because it 

can stack up to 14 panels per opening  

21 



  

 

We use last generation components with high    

resistance durability, and  corrosion treatments  

The system without the arm opening system allows the installation of blinds or 

curtains without any obstacles and improve the aesthetics of your installation 

For very large systems it is enough to have a      

single plate in the ceiling 

Reinforcement 

False ceiling High resistance 

Because the full weight of the system falls on the 

bottom profile, it is the only system that can be  

installed without any problem in false ceilings and/

or similar situations  

Panel holder 

The panels are collected and secured with the pan-

el holder 

Little details... make us great 
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Shop, show what attracts to clients  

 Turn your shop into a spectacular showcase, open fully to the public ... remove barri-

ers, create a seamless transition between the street and the store interior  
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Armless System. With this new system you can  

easily hang curtains or blinds without any problem  

Without arm 

Our System can perfectly matched with any wood     

colour  

The system can be installed with a fixed door. The opening direction can be:     in-

ward, outward or both directions 

Glass knob Customization 

An exclusive glass knob system. For an easier   

opening. Comfortable and perfectly integrated 

with the glass  

Customization 

Hand painted glass.  Tempered  and/or laminated 

glass* can be used with endless  customization  

possibilities  

Little details... make us great 

* Country regulations must be observed 24 



 

 

 

 

Office, optimize workspace  

Optimize working areas. Todocristal® allows you to divide interior spaces, changing 

their distribution and size. Create meeting rooms, offices and entertainment areas 

with Todocristal® system  
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Our system works by sliding, so the wear and tear 

of the components  as well of its maintenance is 

virtually nonexistent. The sliding surface is  made 

of a very durable material, and in the event of    

accidental damage it is  very simple to replace 

Because all the weight is on the bottom guide and does not need to be suspended, 

we can use 6(15/64”), 8(5/16”), 10(3/8”) and even 12mm(1/2”)glass* thickness  

New and exclusive system of Todocristal ®. It    

includes a lockable handle on the side where the 

door is located. The operation of locking causes 

pressure compacting on the set of panels, thereby 

improving its strength and sealing the system  

Side lock 

Sliding
 

With our new double joints system you get a       

watertight seal and less vibrations caused by wind 

Opening 

Panels in open position are defined by take        

minimum space 

Joints
 

Little details... make us great 

* Country regulations must be observed 26 



 

 

 

 

Industrial, betting on simple is the smartest 

Independent work areas with Todocristal ® system. Enclose and isolate particularly 

noisy areas within facilities. Perform divisions between work areas. Separate spaces 

requiring a temperature for optimum performance  

27 



  

 

  

 

Our system has no bearings, works by sliding, making maintenance practically non-

existent 

6(15/64”), 8(5/16”), 10(3/8”) and 12mm(1/2”) 

glass* thicknesses are possible. We can use up to 

12mm(1/2”) glass as the weight goes on the bot-

tom and it does not hang. All that changes in our 

system is the hollow profile with the remaining  

components being the same profiles  

Profiles Thickness 

Multiple Angles Fix Door / Opening Both Sides 

Sunken with drains 

The system can be entirely recessed into the 

ground  with  drains to  evacuate water produced 

by  condensation   

You can install a fix glass door  with the system, 

you can choose opening directions, even opening to 

both sides. You can add any safety lock  

The panels go through angles between 90° and 

270° 

Little details... make us great 

* Country regulations must be observed 28 



 

 

Technical Characteristics 
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Technische Eigenschaften 
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Todocristal® Advantages  

 The weight of our system falls on the bottom profile, which makes the installation simple and 

safe, and can also be done on any type of roof. 

 Our system has no bearings since it works by sliding, it has much less component wear making 

maintenance  virtually nonexistent. 

 Our system is one of the most aesthetic, secure and watertight in the market. 

 We adapt to any type of terrace or porch as our product is one of the most versatile and adaptable 

in the market. Our technical department, composed of highly qualified professionals will always 

find the best solution for your project. 

 Regardless of the system's height and shape, we use the same components and profiles. The use of 

so   few components allow us to simplify the installation works and optimize the stock control. The 

system remains always the same. 

 As one of the most watertight available on the market, the energy efficiency is higher, so this sys-

tem is able to save over 10% on your energy bill. 

 We can use 6(15/64”), 8(5/16”), 10(3/8”) even 12mm(1/2”) glass* thickness. We can sell up to 

12mm(1/2”) as the weight goes on the lower guide and does not have to be suspended. All that 

changes in our system is the hollow profile with the remaining components being the same profiles  

 Our system and its components are designed and manufactured, providing a faster delivery and  

rigorous control which ensures the quality of the materials supplied by our suppliers. 

 Our product undergoes continuous improvement based on customer feedback and our own         

experience. 

* Country regulations must be observed 30 



 

 

 

 

Todocristal ® Unique Settings  

Sliding Door 

Without arm 

With this new system you can easily hang 

curtains or blinds without any obstacles,  

improving the aesthetics of your space   

The sliding door is an excellent solution for porches, hotels, and office closings partitions. You can place 

put a door wherever you require one; you can add the security lock you prefer and stacks like a normal 

panel. The glass area can be completely transparent,  by taking full advantage of the view  
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Todocristal® Unique Settings  

Side lock 

Todocristal ® exclusive locking solutions . This  solution includes a lockable handle on the side where the door is 

located. When turned   (1), it adds pressure  on the panels compacting them and improving the strength and 

sealing of the system (2)  

Open 
1 

Close 
2 

1 - Open 2 - Close 
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Todocristal® Different Uses 

Side opening Opening to both sides 

Opening of various sections with  more than 90 ° 

Angles higher than 180 ° Multiple angles 

33 



  

 

  

 

Systems Settings 

 Bottom track recessed/sunken with or without compensator channel.  

 Bottom track to the floor with/without compensator channel. 

 Top track with or without compensator channel. 

 Panels travelling through angles from 90º to 270º. 

 Angles less than 90 ° are possible (no travelling panels). 

Bottom Track 

Top Tracks 

Vertical section, with top and bottom 
compensator channel 
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Aluminium settings 

 Compatible with market standards 40x40 mm (1 37/64”) tracks 

 Structural aluminum with minimum thickness of 3 mm (1/8”)  

Regulation 

Glass * 

 Tempered and/or laminated glass 

 Thickness  6 (15/64”), 8(5/16”), 10(3/8”) and 12mm (1/2”) 

 You can customize the glass: tinted, with sun protection, screen printed, colours ... 

Opening 

 The doors can open inward, outward, to one side, to the other to both. 

 The doors can be placed on one side, on both sides, in the corners between sections or through any     

section (sliding door) 

 Opening with or without arm 

 Arm system provides fixed ventilation position 

Maximum Sizes 

 Recommended panel width up to 800 mm (31 1/2”). Fix doors up to 900 mm (35 7/16”). Sliding door up to 

850mm (33 15/32”) 

 Maximum recommended height 3000 mm (10 ft) 

 Total system width limited up to 14 panels per opening 

Configuration settings 

 Up to 25 mm (63/64”) on the bottom with bottom compensator channel 

 Up to 25 mm (63/64”) on the top track with compensator channel 

* Country regulations must be observed 35 



  

 

  

 

Bottom track sunken with 
compensator channel 

Compensator channel Track Profile 

Configuration settings 

 Track cover 

Bottom track with 
compensator channel 
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Parts Details 

 Molded polyamide and fiberglass loaded parts. 

 Pieces injected with a non-ferrous alloy and stainless steel with anti-corrosive 
treatments 

 Stainless — Steel screws and parts. 

 Sliding Tracks 

Todocristal® glass enclosures  slide on a high molecular weight polymer, its main features are: 

- Self-lubricating, there is no need to maintain 

- Low friction coefficient (<0,1) 

- High strength at elevated temperatures 

- High resistance to chemical agents  

- Low adherence, repels water and liquids 

- High dielectrics properties 

- Non-toxic 
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Exploded Parts 
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Locking Systems 

Our standard lock, consists of a lower latch and an upper lock with a methacrylate rod . They  are            

independent for safety reasons, preventing the accidental opening of the system, or the possibility of    

children managing to open it without the help of an adult. There are systems that use a tensioner with a 

steel cable as opening    mechanism, but besides being very unpleasant to the touch, detensioning occurs 

with use and needs regular maintenance.  

Todocristal ® system allows you to choose between the following safety locks: 

 Standard: composed of an upper lock and lower latch with a ventilation position . 

 Side lock: this lock is designed for those who want more security. It includes a key lock on the side 

where the door is located  

 Lock with  handle and key :  made of stainless-steel, it comes with a round or flat handle. 

 Oval Lock: aesthetic and unobtrusive. 

 Children Safety Lock: To key lock the system entirely. This lock  is removable so when your    chil-
dren grow up, it can be removed without having to modify anything on your Todocristal®      sys-
tem. 

 
 Easy Lock: New discrete and small lock. You do not have to drill or modify the shape of the glass 

to install it and, when not needed, it can be withdrawn without any problem. It is ideal for fami-
lies with young children. 

 

 

Standard lock 
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Side Lock Stainless Steel lock with handle and key 

Oval Lock 

Children safety lock 

Locking Systems 

Easy Lock 

40 

Stainless Steel Lock with Short Handle and Key



 

 

 

 

Colours and Finishes 

 More than 100 RAL colours 

 Powder-coated special  Ral  colors    Anodized 

 Wide range of  wood-like colors, with either textured or smooth surface    

41 



  

 

  

 

Tests  

Todocristal allglass® system has been tested obtaining excellent results in the most demanding                

laboratories of Finland, Spain and Russia:  
 

 Wind resistance test. 

Standard System: A straight section consisting of a 650 x 1.955 mm panel underwent a static load test.  

The high pressure reached 600Pa, equivalent to a wind force of 120 Km/h. The structure resisted      

without damage.  
  

Standard System: A straight section consisting of 840 x 1.460 mm panel underwent a static load test. 

The high pressure reached 1.000Pa, equivalent to a wind force of 150km/h. The structure resisted    

without damage. 
 

 Side lock System: Two tests were performed. During the first one, a straight section of 2.000 x 3.000 

mm, divided in three 10mm thick panels underwent a static load test. The pressure reached 1.800Pa, 

equivalent to a wind force of 197km/h. The structure resisted without damage. During the second test, 

a straight section of 2.000 x 1.800 mm, divided in three 10mm thick panels underwent a static load test. 

The pressure reached 3.000Pa, equivalent to a wind load of 254km/h. The structure resisted without 

damage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Impact tests. 

One panel of 657 x 1665 mm and one of 657 x 2855 mm were used for this test. A 50 kg pendulum was 

thrown from a height of 450 mm against the center of the panels on both sides without causing any 

damage. 
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Tests  

 Wear test. 

A sliding panel was moved 27.290 times - equivalent to more than 37 years of use- along the sliding sur-

faces of the tracks with no signs of wear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Water resistance. 

The water resistance tests yielded excellent results and a performance superior to similar systems on the 

market. Faced with heavy and/or wind-driven/lashing rain, our bottom track inner collector is capable 

of gathering any tiny leak that could occur, resulting in a virtually complete watertight seal system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Components aging test. 

The components of our system Todocristal allglass ® underwent a fast aging process by sudden          

temperature increase, UV + IR and rainfall simulation. The result of the aging process was calculated in 

relation to the performance, weight, measures and appearance of the pieces. After 1000 hours at high 

temperature, there was no discoloration, and the changes in size and weight were between 0.3% and 

0.7%. The UV + IR test and simulation of rain did not cause any operational disturbance.  
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 Salt spray. 

The salt spray test is a standardized test method used to check corrosion resistance.   The materials are 

subjected to  temperature  and saline humidity variation cycles. Our components injected with a stain-

less non-ferrous alloy and anti-corrosive treated , have withstood more than 1.200 hours in perfect con-

ditions. In order to evaluate this result, consider that  in  the automotive sector -high-end manufactur-

ers  only guarantee their parts for 120 hours of exposure to salt spray.  

Tests  

 Vertical load test. 

 Two tests were carried out on systems with heights of 3.000 and 1.800 mm respectively.  A mass of 80 kg was 

placed hanging from the edge of an open panel for five minutes. Both tests had the same result: no damages to 

the panel or the structure. 
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 CE Marking. 

Our system is CE - marked, certified by Applus +  

Tests  

45 

Allglass Confort Systems S.L. 
Paseo de la Hispanidad, nave 55 T4 B60 

Pol. Ind. “Alhaurín de la Torre” 
29130 Málaga - España  

 

2014 

UNE - EN 14351 - 1:2006 
Todocristal® System. Glazing system with  monolithic  
tempered 10mm safety glass without aluminium vertical 
profiles. 
Features: 
Wind Load:  
 1800mm. High:  Class 5 (2000pa)    
 3000mm. High:             Class 3(1200pa)    
Pendulum Impact:  Class 2 (450mm)   
Vertical Load:              Classs 4 (800N) 
Horizontal Load:             N/A 
Acoustic Performance:                35 db 
Thermal Transmittance:             5,64 W/m2K 
Air Permeability:             Class 2 
Watertightness:              Not Classified 
Dangerous Substances:             No 



  

 

  

 

For further information and updates on  our products, please visit our 

website:  

www.todocristal.eu 

Web 
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